The complementary aspects of the geometric and topological structures of a mathematical space is pointed out. The same is used to get a deeper understanding of the much abused Cosmological Constant. This brings in its wake a consistent and physical understanding of what a "test particle" in General Relativity really is. This helps us to also understand as to what one actually means when substituting g µν = η µν + h µν with the last term being "small" in General Relativity. This provides an understanding of the generic relationship and the complementarity of the geometric and the topological structures which is then formalized as a basic theorem enabling us to understand the underlying connection between the physical reality and the pure mathematical structures.
To understand the structure of space-time, one starts with the simplest possible differential manifold as a collection of points. One imposes conditions of smoothness on it to define the most primitive topological structure on it. These topological transformations are quite independent of the concept of length. Thereafter one introduces a new property on the manifold that of an affine connection and also introduces a new structure which brings in the notion of length through a metric. In general, the affine connection concept and the metric are quite independent of each other. However, as it turns out that in physics what appears to have physical relevance is an affine connection defined in terms of the metric -the so called metric connection. One should note that in this metric structure, the topological structure is anyway present simultaneously in the background -meaning that both the geometric and the topological structures are present intrinsically.
We have also learnt that metric or length has all that can be known about the structure of the space-time. If we know the metric we have learnt as much as possible about space-time. But one should not forget the significance of "zero" length. It should have physical significance too. This corresponds to the topological structures. Invariants of the topology provide further basic information about the spacetime structure. So geometry ( properties dependent upon the existence of a metric ) and topology ( properties independent of length ) seem to be playing a complementary roles here. This is further consolidated by the fact that when we deform a surface, properties of the surface which do not change with deformation are called topological while those which do change as a result of deformation are geometric. Not only does it appear that the topological structures and geometric structures are complementary aspects of the mathematical space; in as much as a length can be either finite or zero -the complementarity is exclusive, and in as much as these are the only two possibilities which a physically relevant structure can have -the complementarity is exhaustive. Viewed upon in this manner, this appears like a fundamental structural duality of space-time. One should note that this duality is of generic nature, not dependent upon the details of either geometry or topology involved.
The question that arises is that as what appears as a logical and physically consistent connection between geometry and topology above, does the physical reality as emphasized in General Theory (GT), Special Theory (ST) and Newtonian Mechanics (NM) reflects this structural duality? We study this below to show that indeed there are strong physical support for this concept. This enables us to suggest a new Geometry-Topology-Theorem to formalize this structure and which in return pays back rich dividends.
Note that we may define geodesics as per Wald [1, p 41] as a curve whose tangent vector is parallel propagated along itself, which means a curve whose tangent T a satisfies the equation
where ∇ a is the covariant derivative operator. This definition may be called "geometric" in nature as we are demanding maintenance of the same length. However we may impose a weaker condition on parallel transport that the tangent vector to the curve point in the same direction as itself when parallel trasported without demanding any maintenance of the same length. In that case the above condition becomes:
with α being an arbitrary function on the curve. We call this geodesics as being topological in nature as the concept of length does not arise here. However it turns out that the second equation can be reparametrized ( affine parametrization ) such that the first equation arises. And there is no loss of generality in doing this. In terms of the complementarity principle that we have enunciated above, this means that both the geometric and the topological characters are hidden within the structure of GR without favouring any one particular aspect -geometry or topology. The geodesics are neutral as to this -but they are both there intrinsically. However when GR will make predictions for physically measurable quantities, one feels that this will provide it to split with a geometric and a complementary ( that is additive ) topological character. Let us see how this may be justified.
Einstein Equation says
Due to the Equivalence Principle, on the left hand side the force of gravity has disappeared entirely and has been replaced by pure geometry. The Machian view is reflected in the energy momentum tensor on the right determining the geometric structure on the left. This equation has been very successfully employed to understand the structure of space-time and it has stood well in giving good understanding to cosmology. A very successful equation indeed, until recently when one learnt that actually there is a new repulsive force within the framework of the expanding universe. How does one understand that?
Let us look at the Einstein's Equation again. Harvey and Schucking correcting for Einstein's error [2] in mis-understanding the role of the cosmological term λ, have derived the most general equation of motion to be
They showed that the Cosmological Constant λ above provides a new repulsive force proportional to mass m, repelling every particle of mass m with a force
Hence so to say there is "matter without motion" [2] where Cosmological Constant provides the repulsion. As per our complementarity principle between geometry and topology, and as geometry has already replaced the force of gravity above, could it be that this additional repulsive force be treated as of topological nature. The fact that it is force without motion, implies that there is no length concept involved. We have seen above that mathematical structures which are independent of length are of topological nature. So indeed this new force may justifiably be treated as being of topological nature. So we notice that geometry-topology complementarity theorem seems to be holding good here. In fact with this hindsight available, it may have been possible to predict the existence of this new force of repulsion.
Any other place that we may apply this complementarity principle? If we now wish to use Einstein's equation ( without the cosmological term -as has been actually done by all!) then by putting the RHS matter to be zero, one obtains Schawrtzschild metric outside a spherically symmetric body. But as there is no matter there anymore, what does one do with this field solution? So being practical minded people, physicists put a hypothetical "test Particle" there. This so called "test particle" should have a negligible mass and have such a weak gravitational interaction so that the Schwartzschild metric is not reasonably perturbed. Of all the fundamental particles known to physics today, none fit the bill of this putative "test particle" though.
This same problem can be restated in terms of the Variational Principle -which forms the backbone of all the dynamical laws of physics known. As per Hartle [3] A. Variational Principle for Newtonian Mechanics:
A particle moves between a point in space at one time and another point in space at a later time so as to extremize action in between.
B. Variational Principle for free particle motion in SR: The world line of a free particle between two timelike separated points extremizes the proper time between them.
C. Variational Principle for FREE TEST particle in GR: The world line of a free test particle between two timelike separated points extremized the proper time between them.
Note the subtle change which has occurred here -the physical particle of A and B have been replace by this hypothetical test particle. Also in A and B -free implies freedom from any forces -including gravity. While in C free means free of all other influences besides the curvature of spacetime. One also wonders as to when one tries to obtain SR in some appropriate limit of GR, how would this hypothetical test particle convert into a proper actually existing physical particle in SR? It is not clear. So there are some conceptual issues involved here.
The resolution of the problem is sitting in our geometry-topology complementarity. Actually even with the RHS put to zero and also even with gravity disappearing altogether in favour of an appropriate geometry, there remains the topological term arising from the cosmological constant. As it repels each particle of mass m with a force independent of motion, the actual mass to consider is mλ. This number is very small as λ is very small. This suggests that we treat our "test particle" as this entity. Every physical particle with physical mass m also has a tiny mass mλ which manifests itself in a complementary manner (of topological manner ). This would give consistency to the whole issue as discussed above. So we see that our new geometry-topology complementarity is able to provide consistent explanation to the "test particle" issue.
One gets NM from GR under appropriate condition under a perturbation approximation with the assumption that
with the condition that |h µν | ≪ 1. Canonically using the above as perturbation and using the lowest order ( first order in h µν ) approximation one does recover the NM formulations. This is basically as per perturbation theory being valid for the weak field.
However as per our complementarity idea the metric for the case under consideration, should break up into its geometric and topological components g µν = < η µν > geometry + < h µν > topology (7) which is basically the η µν and the h µν terms respectively. This is an exact result in our formulation. However the perturbation idea would work ( within limits ) in as much as |h µν | ≪ 1 is small for the same reason that mλ ≪ m in the above equation of motion. The exactness of our result makes sense as it turns out that there are consistency issues when using perturbation theory in the above case as emphasized by Wald [1 p 78] . To quote him " One final, somewhat troublesome point deserves further comment. Above we showed that general relativity reduces to Newtonian gravity in an appropriate limit, but strictly speaking, we went beyond the linear approximation to show this. .. it illustrates the difficulties which occur when one tries to derive equations of motion from Einstein's equation via a perturbation expansion in the departure from flatness. In order to obtain a good approximation to a solution to given order, one must use aspects of the higher order equations." This just consolidates our assertion here that this is no perturbation actually.
Given the success of the concepts introduced here we have formalized the same in terms of the the following theorem:
The Geometry-Topology Complementarity Theorem: Part A Given any mathematical space, geometry and topology are exclusively and exhaustively, complementary aspects of its nature.
Part B Under appropriate conditions, all physically measurable quantities should have geometric and topological parts as additive quantities.
Part C Parts A and B are generic in nature; ie. independent of the exact details of particular geometry and topology used in different models
The proof of Part A is already contained in the beginning para of this paper. The exclusiveness and exhaustiveness of the complementarity ensures Part B. The generality of the results implicit in Part A and B suggest the correctness of Part C. In fact this theorem may be used to put constraints and demand consistency of various geometric and topological models used to describe a particular mathematical/physical reality.
Let us apply this theorem to Einsten energy equation of Special Relativity
As the first part on right is clearly metric dependent -it constitutes the geometric part of the equation. Hence clearly as per the above theorem the rest mass m 0 is necessarily of topological origin. As the theorem is of generic nature, it provides "existence" proofs. It tells us about the nature of the rest mass without giving details of how and in what manner it arises. However as we are now aware of the intrinsic topological nature of the rest mass, we should be able to explore the same issue with greater clarity and confidence.
